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SUMMARY
Standard navigation and positioning techniques used in offshore oil and gas are not optimised for navigating inside a
wind farm. Unlike an offshore supply vessel servicing an oil platform which may have 1 or 2 approaches per day, wind
service vessels may visit as many as 50 wind turbines in a single day. This requires fast and efficient turnaround times
without compromising safety.
This paper discusses the challenges of existing position reference systems including laser and DGPS systems and
considers the use of a new type of sensor that utilises the physical environment rather than discrete targets to reference
position from.
NOMENCLATURE
DGPS
DP
DPO
FMCW
GPS
PRS
PSV
SOV
1.

Differential global positioning system
Dynamic positioning
Dynamic Positioning Operator
Frequency Modulated Continuous
Wave
Global positioning system
Position reference sensor(s)
Platform supply vessel
Service Operations Vessel
INTRODUCTION

Typically a vessel approaches a wind turbine on DP at a
distance of 100 meters and then station keeps at a
distance of around 10 meters whilst walk to work bridges
are deployed and crew is transferred. Whilst the use of
laser and radar based position reference systems is
common in the oil and gas industry, they are not
optimised for use in the off shore wind industry. The
number of targets required to cover a typical wind farm,
along with the close proximity of workers to targets due
to the restricted space on a typical wind turbine present
particular challenges to the successful operation of these
sensors.
A new type of radar sensor is presented which does not
use an active target – rather it uses the local environment
as its target; in this case the leg or tower of a wind
turbine. This removes the need for physical targets to be
installed which makes the vessel completely independent
and can increase both safety and decrease turnaround
times.

technology to enable the vessel to approach and station
keep at the wind turbine. With the recent appearance of
SOV’s purpose-built for windfarm applications the
development of a purpose-built PRS is just a logical
continuation.
2.1

Most readers are familiar with GPS systems for
navigation in our cars and many will have receivers on
our mobile devices. DGPS sensors provide higher
accuracy (<1m) compared to GPS (20m) and are relied
on for both navigation and timing in a wide range of
commercial, industrial and military applications,
including road transport, aviation and marine. DGPS
however suffers from vulnerabilities. The paper produced
by The Royal Academy of Engineering, 2011 [3] lists no
less than 24 failure modes which in the most dramatic
cases can result in 1000’s of meters in error or total loss
of signal. Some examples that cause these issues include
damage to satellites, changes in the satellite trajectory or
altitude, solar interference, jamming and interference,
atmospheric variations and low availability of satellites
(including shadowing). Using DGPS for navigating at
sea is not immune to any of these vulnerabilities [4]. The
problem is well recognised and incidents resulting from
DGPS failure have been recorded during station keeping
in recent years [5]. If a vessel has 2 DGPS sensors, and a
single local sensor fails, then there is a back-up. If the
satellite network fails, then there is no redundancy. In
close proximity to an asset this presents a recognised
hazard.

2.2
2.

DGPS REFERENCE SENSORS

LASER POSITION REFERENCE SENSORS

NAVIGATING IN WIND FARMS

Up until recently, wind vessels which serve the farthest
offshore wind farms have typically been converted
PSV’s with the addition of accommodation blocks and
motion compensated walkways [1].
DP2 vessels
typically have 2 DGPS sensors and a local position
reference sensor [2] which is usually based on laser
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Unlike DGPS which provides a global position, laser
systems provide a local position relative to a fixed target.
The fixed targets for a laser PRS are reflective tape or
prisms. The distance is calculated by measuring the time
of flight of the reflected light. For a laser PRS to be
effective:
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Direct line of sight must be maintained between
the laser sensor and reflector
 The reflector must ideally be at a similar height
to the sensor (within its specified tilt range)
 No other reflectors should be in the vicinity of
the target reflector
 The reflector should be well maintained and
clean
Laser PRS were developed for the oil and gas industry
and typically one or two reflectors are attached around
the exterior of the oil platform. They are generally
placed in locations where people will not be walking in
high visibility clothing with a good line of sight to an
approaching vessel.
Prisms reflectors offer
high
brightness of the return signal compared to a reflective
tape, however tape targets are much more common due
to their lower cost (~£500) compared to a prism targets
(~£1,500) [6]. A well-known issue with tape targets is
that they can be difficult for the sensor to differentiate
when other reflective surfaces are in the vicinity.
Although this is not generally an issue in the oil industry,
since users are much more aware of the potential for
false reflections and use measures to eliminate this, it is
difficult to avoid in the offshore wind industry due to the
proximity of the operations to the targets.

3.

‘TARGETLESS’ PRS SYSTEM

Guidance Marine are the first company to offer a local
DP PRS solution that removes the requirement for targets
altogether. The system consists of 2 RangeGuard sensors
connected to a control unit which in turn is connected to
the bridge and the DP system of the vessel. The small
light weight radar sensors are mounted onto the side of
the vessel pointing in the direction of the transition piece
and simple geometry determines the range and relative
position of the vessel [9], shown in figure 1.

The other major difference between oil and gas industry
compared to the offshore wind industry are the number
of reflectors required. Target installation could cost in
excess of £200,000 on a typical 100 turbine offshore
wind farm.
Owners and operators of offshore wind farms are
imposing cost constrains on reflector targets and
proposals for cost effective solutions have been put
forward [7]. One proposal suggests placing strips of
retroreflective tape around the tower of the turbine,
whereas a second proposal suggests hanging a single
retroreflective tape target from the transition piece
landing platform on a rope. Whilst significantly reducing
the cost of reflectors, these concepts are inadequate due
to the risk of obscuration and weak return signal which
increases the risk of a drop out – this may result in a loss
of position incident. Weak reflector targets in the
vicinity of access platform also poses a high risk of walkoff incidents – a situation where the sensor locks onto
high visibility clothing of work personnel rather than the
actual target. This is a real scenario when workers are
transferring to and from the vessel and turbine. This
could result in vessel movement on DP and the
consequences of such an incident when a motion
compensated bridge is deployed could be serious. Not
only damage to both the vessel and wind tower but the
potential for serious injury or loss of life. Installation of
prisms on all wind turbines would solve all these issues
and some windfarms are installing prisms [8], however
few are implementing this solution due to the high cost.

Figure 1: RangeGuard geometry
The RangeGuard sensors are 24GHz licence free FMCW
radar transceivers. Their maximum range is 300m and
have an accuracy of ±2cm + 0.1% of range [10]. They
are configured such that they have an azimuth beam
angle of 110o and a vertical beam angle of 11o.
Individually each sensor reports the range to the nearest
object, in this case the transition piece, which can be
displayed on the user interface. Working in tandem they
provide the relative position of the vessel which can then
be used in the DP system of the vessel.
4.

DATA COLLECTION

First sea trials were undertaken in August 2015 on the
Bernhard Schulte managed vessel the Ocean Zephyr
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Display on the bridge. Different views are
available on the user interface. Left: Range and speed
information from the two sensors, Right: Birds eye view
showing the vessel and sensor beam patterns.
5.

Figure 2. The Ocean Zephyr [11]

RESULTS

Raw radar data is processed in the control box connected
to the RangeGuard sensors using a target tracking
algorithm. The raw data shows all the radar return
signals. An example of the raw data is shown in figure
5.

The Ocean Zephyr was fitted with two prototype Wide
Beam RangeGuard sensors as shown in Figure 3. The
sensors were hardwired to a processing module which
was located in the deck IT room. To support the trial two
IP video cameras were also installed (separate from the
RangeGuard system). The video recorder was also
installed in the deck IT room. A bridge monitor was
installed running on a Guidance Type 3 Marine
Processor (T3MP).

Figure 5. Raw data from a RangeGuard Sensor. The
legs of the substation correspond to the peaks observed at
different ranges in the signal level. The peaks which are
being tracked (identified by circles) are shown in the
table below the chart.

Figure 3. Locations of RangeGuard Sensors and video
cameras mounted on custom brackets.
The sensor beam patterns were arranged such that the
minimum operating range (for beam overlap) was
approximately eight meters with the maximum being
significantly greater than 50 meters (The motion
compensated walkway operates between 10-30 meters).

The algorithm, can identify and track peaks in signal
level. Currently 10 targets are tracked simultaneously,
although more targets could be tracked if required. For
these trials, the nearest peak is selected, however
depending on the application, the largest peak may be
more relevant.
By locking on the “nearest peak”, plots can be created
that show distance from the wind turbine vs time. Figure
6 shows the distance-time chart for approach to a wind
turbine from one of the sensors.

Data was collected from both the RangeGuard sensors
and video cameras continuously for a 2 week period from
19th August 2015 to 2nd September 2015.
Range data for the two sensors is shown on a display of
the bridge as shown in figure 4.

Figure 6. The vessel approaches the wind turbine. It can
be clearly seen when the vessel is moving and station
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keeping on DP. The Ocean Zephyr has both DGPS and
CyScan laser PRS.
The 10m spikes in distance at around 10:07 are attributed
to the algorithm jumping between the legs of the turbine
and the spike of around 1m at 10:40 is attributed to the
algorithm jumping between the main leg of the turbine
and the boat landing attached to it. Understanding these
phenomena has enabled the algorithm to be improved.

the nearest peaks will be identified and simple
mathematics calculate the range and bearing of the vessel
to the wind turbine or leg.
The distance r from the midpoint of the sensors to the
target is given by Equation 1:

r

1 2 1 2
rR  rL  h 2
2
2

Equation 1

A second approach and departure is shown in figure 7.
Where 2h is the distance between the 2 ranging sensors,
rL is the distance from the left-hand sensor to the target
and rR is the distance from the right-hand sensor to the
target.
The bearing θ to the target from the midpoint of the
sensors is given by Equation 2:

sin  

rR  rL rR  rL
2r
2h

Equation 2

Where r is defined in Equation 1.

Figure 7. Approach from 150m to a substation followed
by a dwell time for 20 minutes at around 25m range then
a rapid departure.
During the approach between 8:10 and 8:13, the range
data jumps. At this distance (120m to 70m) the angle of
approach means that 2 legs of the substation switch
between the nearest peaks. As it moves closer a single
peak is identified and this is tracked for the duration of
the operation.
The vessel moves very close to the substation at 08:38 to
10m which is then followed by a rapid departure. The
RangeGuard loses signal at 300m Range.
Note that similar data was obtained from both sensors.
Data collection against different targets has allowed the
algorithm to be modified specifically for this application
so that the jumps in range have been eliminated. This,
however, highlights the challenges that must be
overcome with an environmentally referenced sensor and
the importance of live sea trials.
6.

DP INTEGRATION

Guidance Marine are working with Marine Technologies
(MT) who are integrating the RangeGuard sensor raw
data into the DP system. A position telegram, also known
as a DP string, has been provided to MT. This is a string
of ASCII characters supplied by the RangeGuard control
unit to communicate information to the DP system. The
DP string can output a maximum of 10 features (or
peaks) from each sensor into the DP system, from which

The sensor data is sampled three times per second. With
10 features/peaks identified every second and up to four
sensors connected it means that there could be over 100
messages per second to the DP system if required. Full
DP integration will be available in Q2 2016.
7.

DISCUSSION

This work has demonstrated the concept that an
environmentally referenced sensor system can be used
for local position DP referencing. Being completely
independent of mounted targets, and based on radar
technology, it provides an additional form of redundancy
to the DP system. RangeGuard also introduces a new
method of data acquisition, thus is not having many
common failure modes with DGPS or laser system. The
common problems that occur with mounted targets are
negated and maintenance of targets is no longer required.
This results in an overall more robust redundancy
concept on sensor level.

The RangeGuard system uses simple geometry and the
wind turbine legs or towers provide excellent referencing
targets for the sensors. When approaching a wind
turbine there is generally only one “nearest” target and
the RangeGuard can easily lock onto this. More complex
structures are possible, and have been demonstrated with
the substation approach in Figure 7. Work is underway
on developing the algorithm to eliminate the significant
jumps in range seen in Figure 7 when it is selecting
different legs of the substation. It should be noted
however, that when the vessel is in close proximity to the
substation, the sensors do lock onto a single target and
continue to lock onto this target during departure. Data
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collection in more complex environments is currently
underway.
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AUTHORS BIOGRAPHY

CONCLUSIONS

A new type of PRS for offshore wind DP operations has
been described. Based on radar technology it is unique
in the fact that it does not require any physical targets
located on the wind turbine. Instead it uses radar
reflections from the environment to measure range to the
nearest objects. This has potential to significantly reduce
cost and improve safety during offshore wind operations.
Trials on the Ocean Zephyr have demonstrated that
stable range data can be gathered from the RangeGuard
microwave sensor which has enabled development of the
target tracking algorithm. The algorithm now performs
at an acceptable level to enable DP integration.
At the request of the crew, the system on the Ocean
Zephyr has remained on the vessel. Even without a DP
feed, the range information displayed on the bridge has
proved to be extremely useful to the crew on approach
and station keeping at a wind turbine.
After the promising results obtained during the trials on
the Ocean Zephyr Bernhard Schulte decided to make full
use of the potential of RangeGuard and install a fully DP
integrated system on their SOV new build Windea La
Cour. The technologically highly advanced vessel is
scheduled to set sail in Q2 2016 and RangeGuard will
ideally complement and expand the capabilities of the
ship.
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